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1. INTRODUCTION
Let F be a finite field of characteristic p and let G be a finite group of
order not divisible by p. Suppose V is a faithful FG-module. A vector
¤ g V is called F-real provided the restriction V is a self-dual module.C Ž¤ .G
Ž .The notion is motivated from the fact that in this semisimple coprime
situation a module is self-dual precisely when its Brauer character is
real-valued.
The study of such a situation is stimulated from work of Robinson and
w x Ž .Thompson R, RT on Brauer’s celebrated k B -problem. This refers to
Ž .the question whether the number, k B , of irreducible characters in a
< <p-block B with defect group D is at most D . For p-solvable groups, basic
Ž .Clifford theory reduces this to the so-called k GV -problem. Here G, V
Ž . < <are as above, and the conjecture is that always k GV F V , that is, the
Ž .number of irreducible characters conjugacy classes of the semidirect
w xproduct GV is bounded from above by the order of V. It is proved in R
Ž .ythat for this it is sufficient to find an F real vector in V for G. It evenp
Žsuffices to find ¤ g V such that V contains a faithful self-dual withC Ž¤ .G
. w xregard to the prime field summand RT, Thm. 2 ; such a vector may be
called weakly real.
Ž .In finding weakly real vectors Clifford theory provides for the neces-
w xsary tools for an inductive approach. This has been developed in RT and
w x Ž Ž .R2 . We may assume that V is irreducible also in attacking the k GV -
Ž . Ž . Ž .problem since k X F k Y ? k XrY whenever Y is a normal subgroup
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.of X . One eventually finds a situation where there is a minimal non-
Ž .abelian normal subgroup E of G acting absolutely irreducibly on V. This
E is either extraspecial or quasisimple. Recently the ‘‘extraspecial case’’
w xhas been studied thoroughly in a paper by Gluck and Magaard GM , and
w xthe ‘‘quasisimple case’’ in Ri . As a consequence one knows that real
vectors always exist if the prime p is odd and different from 3, 5, 7, 11, 13,
19, 31.
In treating the case p s 2 the group G has odd order and so is solvable
by the Feit]Thompson theorem. We prove that then always F-real vectors
exist. This leads to the following.
THEOREM A. Let V be a faithful, irreducible and coprime FG-module. If
< < ŽG is sol¤able, V contains F-real ¤ectors unless F s 3, 5, 7 or 13 and G is
.absolutely irreducible on V .
Ž .For all the primes appearing in the theorem and in the general case
Ž .there exist examples where there are no weakly real vectors. The
Ž .k GV -conjecture holds true for all primes different from these ones.
w x Ž . ŽGluck G has settled the k GV -problem when G has odd order using
. w xthe Feit]Thompson theorem, of course , and Knorr K when it is super-¨
solvable. We present a unified approach to these results.
THEOREM B. Let again G be sol¤able, and let V be as before. There are
F-real ¤ectors in V in each of the following situations:
Ž . < <a The Fitting subgroup of G is not a 2-group when F s 3 or 5, and
 4is not a 2, 3 -group in general;
Ž .b G has odd order;
Ž .c G has a Sylow tower opposite to the natural ordering of the primes.
Supersolvable groups have Sylow towers opposite to the natural ordering
of the primes. There might be further interesting conditions which one
Ž .may impose on the solvable group G in order to enforce existence of real
vectors. Results of this kind are certainly helpful in understanding the
Ž .k GV -problem, but lastly they will not solve it. This is the challenging
task for further research.
2. THE REDUCTION STEPS
Ž .We investigate pairs V, G where V is a faithful, irreducible, and
Žcoprime FG-module, G being a finite group and F a finite field say of
.characteristic p . We want to prove that there are, under suitable hypothe-
Žses, F-real vectors in V for G. We concentrate on this but emphasize that
.everything will work for the concept of weakly real vectors likewise.
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We argue by induction on dim V, and in case of pairs where thisF
Ž .agrees, on the order of G. By way of contradiction we assume that V, G
is a minimal counterexample in this sense. The following reduction steps
are in a logical hierarchy, each requiring verification that the hypotheses
Ž .are fulfilled. Implicitly it is used that Schur indices are 1.
Step 1. V is absolutely irreducible.
Ž .Otherwise embed F into the field L s End V so that L m V is theF G F
direct sum of the distinct conjugates of an absolutely irreducible LG-mod-
Ž . Ž .ule U under Gal L N F . Then dim U - dim V and U is faithful . IfL F
Ž .U, G fulfills the requirements, there is an L-real vector in U for G, and
the sum of its Galois conjugates is a F-real vector in V for G.
Step 2. V is primitive or, at least, quasiprimitive.
Ž .Otherwise there is a proper subgroup H of G and an absolutely
G Ž .irreducible FH-module W such that V s Ind W is induced. IfH
Ž Ž ..W, HrC W satisfies the prescribed hypotheses, there is an F-realH
Ž .vector in W for HrC W . It follows that there is an F-real vector in VH
Ž w x.for G cf. R2, Thm. 2.2 . Observe that there is no normal subgroup of G
Ž .contained in C W as V is faithful.H
Step 3. The irreducible summands of V are absolutely irreducible forN
all normal subgroups N of G.
Otherwise choose N maximal such that this is false. Then N / G by
w xStep 1. We argue as in the proof of Theorem 12 in RT . Using that V is
Ž .quasiprimitive Step 2 we obtain that V s U is irreducible and thatN
Ž . Ž .L s End U is a proper extension field of F with GrN , Gal L N F .FN
So the G-conjugates of the LN-module U are conjugate under the Galois
group. Since dim U - dim V there usually will be an L-real vector in UL F
G Ž .for N, say ¤ . Identifying V s U as sets and noting that Ind U , L m VN F
Ž w x .one checks that this ¤ is an F-real vector for G cf. R2 , p. 145 .
From Steps 1, 2, 3 it follows that every abelian normal subgroup of G is
Ž .cyclic, central and isomorphic to a subgroup of F* as V is faithful . If the
Ž . Ž .generalized Fitting subgroup F* G is abelian, then G s F* G is cyclic
and so has a regular orbit, ¤G, on V >. Then ¤ is an F-real vector for G,
Ž .which contradicts our assumption that V, G is a counterexample.
Ž .Step 4. V is absolutely irreducible for all non-central normal sub-N
groups N of G.
Assume V s eU for some absolutely irreducible FN-module U andN
Ž .some integer e G 2 Steps 2 and 3 . We apply the second Fong reduction.
˜There exist a central extension C u G ‚ GrN, where C : F* is of order
< < < < Ž .divisible only by primes dividing both N and GrN , and an absolutely
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˜ ˜ ˜ ˆirreducible FG-module V such that V , V m U over the fibre-productF
ˆ ˜ ˆ ˆŽ .G s G]G direct product amalgamating GrN . Here U is an FG-mod-
ˆ ˜Ž .ule whose restriction to Ker G ‚ G , N may be identified with U. Note
ˆ ˜that dim U s dim U - dim V and dim V - dim V. Thus there areF F F F F
ˆ ˜F-real vectors u g U and ¤ g V. It follows that ¤ s u m ¤ is an F-real˜ ˜
Ž w x.vector in V cf. R2, Thm. 2.2 .
Here one has to ensure that possible requirements on the structure of G
are preserved when passing to quotient groups and such central exten-
sions. C may be chosen as a subgroup of F* of order as indicated by a
simple cohomological argument.
Step 5. Fix a minimal non-abelian normal subgroup E of G. Then the
Ž . Ž .generalized Fitting subgroup F* G s E( Z G is a central product over
Ž . Ž .Z E , where the center Z G is isomorphic to a subgroup of F* and E is
either quasisimple or extraspecial.
Ž .E exists since F* G is not abelian by assumption. From Step 4 we infer
Ž .that F* G has the asserted structure, possibly E being the central
product of an extraspecial 2-group E with a cyclic group Z of order 4,0 4
or the central product of the distinct G-conjugates of some quasisimple
group E .0
Assume first that E s E ( Z , E an extraspecial 2-group. Then Z is0 4 0 4
Ž . < < Ž .the unique subgroup of Z G of order 4 and F ’ 1 mod 4 . By the
w x Ž .theorem of Gluck and Magaard GM see Sect. 3 there exist F-real
< < < <vectors in V for G unless E s 16 and F s 5 or 13. But then G is a
solvable group. It follows that G normalizes some extraspecial subgroup
Ž .contained in E e.g., E , contradicting the choice of E.0
Assume next that we have a central product E s Ł Et where E ist 0 0
Ž .quasisimple and the t vary over a right transversal to G s N E in G.0 G 0
G Ž .Then V s Ten W is tensor-induced from some FG -module W afford-G 00
Ž w xing a projective representation of G . Compare S for a detailed discus-0
sion; we may pass to ordinary representations by extending G through
G Ž .some permutation module Ind C where C is as in Step 4 with E , G inG 0 00
. w xplace of N, G. The proof of Theorem 2.2 in R2 shows that if there is an
Ž .F-real vector in W lifted to an ordinary representation , then there is one
in V for G. Since dim W - dim V if E / E we usually can concludeF F 0
Žthat E s E is quasisimple. Knowing that E is a quasisimple normal0
subgroup of G acting irreducibly on V, and knowing that there is no
> w xregular G-orbit on V , from work by Goodwin Go it follows that E must
be one of a finite list of known such groups. On the basis of this result the
w x .‘‘quasisimple case’’ has been settled in Ri .
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˜ Ž .Step 6. In the extraspecial case G acts irreducibly on E s ErZ E
< <preserving the standard form. If E is an extraspecial 2-group then F ’ 3
Ž . < < < <mod 4 except possibly when E s 8 and F s 5 or 13.
The standard form is the symplectic ‘‘commutator form’’ resp., the
quadratic ‘‘squaring form,’’ the latter occurring when E is an extraspecial
˜Ž . Ž .2-group. Thus GrEZ G is isomorphic to a subgroup of either Sp E or
˜Ž . Ž . Ž .O E Step 5 . If X is a normal subgroup of G with Z E : X ; E then
Ž .X is abelian by the choice of E and so X s Z E . The final statement
w x Ž .again refers to GM see below .
3. THE EXTRASPECIAL CASE
w xThanks to Gluck and Magaard GM the extraspecial case is settled up
to some few open questions. For convenience we re-state their result, in
the context of Step 6.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM Gluck]Magaard . Suppose char F s p is odd. There exist
F-real ¤ectors in V for G except possibly in the following cases:
Ž . 1q2 < <i E , 3 and F s 7 or 13;q
Ž . 1q2 < <ii E , 2 and F s 5, 7 or 13;y
Ž . 1q4 < <  4iii E , 2 and F g 3, 7 ;y
Ž . 1q6 < <iv E , 2 and F s 7;y
Ž . 1q2 n < <  4v E , 2 with n G 4 and F g 3, 7, 11, 19 .y
˜ Ž .Note that we assume that G is irreducible on E s ErZ E . This
Ž .implies, for instance, that in ii the dihedral group of order 8 cannot
Ž .occur. We may embed E into GL V , uniquely up to conjugacy. Let then
Ž . Ž .G s N E be the normalizer and Z s C E the centralizer. This Z0 GLŽV . G 0
Ž . w x Ž .is isomorphic to F* Steps 4, 5 . It is shown in GM that in the cases i ,
Ž . Ž .ii , iii there are no weakly real vectors for G when suitably chosen in
Ž . < < w xG . For i and F s 7 this has been already observed in RT . It should be0
possible to clarify which of the remaining cases are really exceptional. For
< < Ž .solvable G the case F s 19 in v has been ruled out in Theorem 6.4 of
w xGM .
Ž .It turns out that G rZE is the full symplectic, resp., orthogonal group0
˜on E. Even more is true. To within isoclinism there is a unique subgroup
Ž .K containing E such that G s K ( Z is a central product over Z E , and0
˜ ˜Ž . Ž . Ž .KrE is isomorphic to Sp E in the odd symplectic case and to O E in
Ž . Ž 1q2the even orthogonal case. So K is unique except possibly when E , 3q
.or E is a 2-group and y1 is a square in F. In the first case, which is
w xhandled in Isaacs I , K splits over E, uniquely up to conjugation unless
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E , 31q2. The even orthogonal case may be deduced from work of Griessq
w xGr .
Ž . Ž .In each case there is a unique ordinary irreducible character x g Irr K
which agrees on p9-elements with the Brauer character of K afforded by
ŽV. This x will be called the cananical character of K with regard to V. In
'Ž . Ž .the even orthogonal case Q x s Q " 2 depending on whether "2 is a
square in F, where both may happen, for non-isomorphic groups K, if y1
w x .is a square in F; see also Prop. 1.5 in GM .
Ž .LEMMA 0. Let G s K ( Z be as abo¤e, and let x g Irr K be the0
canonical character to V. View G as a subgroup of G . Pick any ¤ g V and let0
Ž . Ž .C s C ¤ and N s N F¤ . Suppose there is a subgroup T of G l KG l K G l K
Ž .such that N s T ? Z E and such that x takes only real ¤alues on the
elements of T. Then ¤ is an F-real ¤ector for G pro¤ided TrT l C is an
elementary abelian 2-group.
Ž . Ž . Ž .We have N F¤ : NZ and C ¤ : TZ. Every element c g C ¤ canG G G
be written as c s tz where t g T and t ‹ z is a homomorphism from Tt t
Žto Z with kernel T l C. This gives the result which should be compared
w x w x.with Lemma 1.11 in GM and Lemma 1 in Ri .
4. SOME GENERIC BOUNDS
w xRobinson and Thompson RT treated the extraspecial case of the
Ž . >k GV -conjecture by showing that there must be a regular G-orbit on V
< <when V is large enough. The derived upper bound for the number of
w xfixed points of the group elements has been slightly improved later in R2 .
Ž .We apply this estimate in the odd symplectic case when p s 2, and in the
Ž .even orthogonal case when p is odd.
ŽSuppose we have reached the stage described in Step 6 and leading to
.Lemma 0 , with E being an extraspecial q-group for some prime q / p s
Ž . 1q2 n nchar F . Let E have order q so that dim V s q by the characterF
theory of extraspecial groups.
Ž . > < Ž . <THEOREM Robinson]Thompson . For each x g G we ha¤e C x FV
< < Ž1r2.qŽ1r2 q. < Ž . < < < Ž1r3.qŽ2r3q.V , and we e¤en ha¤e C x F V when q / 3 andV
U < Ž . < < <the order of x is odd or di¤isible by 4. If Ý C x - 2 V , where thex g G V
symbol ÝU means summation o¤er all non-central x g G of odd primex g G
Ž .order or of order 4, there exists ¤ g V such that C ¤ is an elementaryG
abelian 2-group.
w x w x Ž .For a proof see Lemma 7 in RT and Sect. 3 in R2 . Of course, if C ¤G
is an elementary abelian 2-group, ¤ is an F-real vector for G. Since an
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n Ž .element x g G has at most dim V s q distinct eigenvalues in F , theF
coset Zx contains at most q n elements with nontrivial fixed points on V. In
order to count the fixed points it is thus appropriate to distinguish whether
< < n < Ž . < < < < <F F q or not. But keep in mind that Z E s q is a divisor of F* s Z .
< < ŽLEMMA 1. Suppose p s 2 so that q and G are odd and G is sol¤able by
. Ž .Feit]Thompson . There exists ¤ g V such that C ¤ is an elementary abelianG
2-group if q / 3 and n G 2, or if q s 3 and n G 4.
Ž .Proof. Without loss Z : G. Since GrEZ is a solvable group of odd
˜ Ž . Ž .order acting faithfully and irreducibly on E s ErZ E Steps 5 and 6 , we
have
1 2 1 4 n˜< < < <GrEZ F E s q2 2
1 6 nw x < <by a result of Wolf W . Thus GrZ F q .2
Case q / 3.
< < nLet first F ) q . By the preceding theorem we have the estimate
U < Ž . < n < < < < Ž1r3.qŽ2r3q. < < < < q
n
Ý C x F q ? GrZ ? V . Now use that V s F , andx g G V
7n < < Ž2r3.q
ny 1Žqy1.use the Wolf bound. It suffices to show that q - 4 ? F for
< < n Ž . Žn G 2. This is valid since F ) q and q G 5 . It is false, for instance,
< < < < .when n s 1 and F s 8, q s 7 or F s 16, q s 5.
< < nIn case F F q we must have n G 2. By the preceding theorem we
U < Ž . < < < < < < < Ž1r3.qŽ2r3q.have the estimate Ý C x F F ? GrZ ? V . It is enoughx g G V
6 n < < Ž2r3.q
ny 1Žqy1.y1to verify that q - 4 ? F for all n G 2. This is obvious
< <since F ) q G 5.
Case q s 3.
U 1n< < < < < Ž . <Then F G 4, at any rate. In case F ) 3 we have Ý C x F ?x g G V 2
7n < < 2r33 ? V , by the theorem of Robinson]Thompson and the Wolf bound.
7n < < 3
ny 1
We have to examine under which conditions the inequality 3 - 4 ? F
Ž < < n.is valid. This is correct when n G 3 and all F with F ) 3 .
< < n 6 n < < 3
ny 1y1In case F F 3 we have to investigate when 3 - 4 ? F . This
Ž . < <holds for all F when n G 4, but it is false for n F 3 and F s 4.
LEMMA 2. Suppose that G is sol¤able and E , 21q2 n. There exists ¤ g Vy
Ž . < <such that C ¤ is an elementary abelian 2-group unless n F 3 or F F 7,G
Proof. We closely follow the arguments used in the proof for Theorem
w x < < Ž . Ž .6.4 in GM . Let n G 4. Note that F ’ 3 mod 4 Step 6 . For each
> < Ž . < < < 2r3x g G of odd order or of order divisible by 4 we have C x F V byV
1Ž .Robinson]Thompson. If dim C x ) dim V the dimensions of theF V F2
eigenspaces of x to eigenvalues different from 1 are less than half of
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dim V. ThusF
< < < < 2r3 < < < <1r2C zx - V q Z y 1 ? V .Ž . Ž .Ý V
zgZ
Ž .Assume G = Z without loss . Since GrEZ is a solvable and irreducible
˜ 9r4Ž . < < < <subgroup of O E , we have GrEZ F EZrZ by the Palfy]Wolf
˜ 2 n 2 nŽ w x. < < < <bound see W . Of course EZrZ , E has order 2 and V s F .
U < Ž . < < < 2r3 13n r2 Ž ŽŽ < < . < < 2
n r6 ..Hence Ý C x - V ? 2 ? 1 q F y 2 r F . We havex g G V
to examine when
< <F y 2 n2 r313n r2 < <2 ? 1 q F 2 F .n2 r6ž /< <F
< <This holds true when n G 5 and F G 11.
< <It remains to study the cases where n s 4 and F G 11. Now GrEZ is a
Ž . yŽ .proper solvable irreducible subgroup of O 2 . By inspection of the8
Ž w x.maximal subgroups of the orthogonal group Atlas A one obtains that
yŽ . Ž .either GrEZ is isomorphic to a subgroup of O 2 of type L 16 : 4 or of8 2
Ž . Ž . < <type L 7 : 2. Using that O GrEZ s 1 we get that GrEZ F 136. Thus2 2
we now have
92r3 8< < < < < <* C x - V ? 2 ? 136 ? 1 q - 2 VŽ .Ý V 16r6ž /11xgG
< <for F s 11 and hence in general. The proof of the lemma is complete.
< y Ž . < 2 nŽny1.q3Using the upper bound O 2 F 2 the estimate yields that2 n
Ž .case v in the theorem of Gluck]Magaard can be exceptional only for
n F 7.
5. CHARACTERISTIC 2
In this section we assume that F has characteristic p s 2. We assert
that then always F-real vectors exist. Here G has odd order and so is
solvable. The Clifford reduction of Sect. 2 works at each stage so that we
Ž . 1q2 nmay assume the situation and notation of Lemma 0, with E , qq
being an extraspecial q-group of exponent q ) 2 and order q1q2 n, say.
Then dim V s q n.F
Ž .THEOREM Isaacs . Write K s S h E for some fixed complement S ,
Ž . Ž .Sp q . The canonical character x g Irr K decomposes on S into a sum of2 n
Ž n . Ž n .irreducible characters c , c of degree q y 1 r2 and q q 1 r2, respec-1 2
Ž .py1 r2'Ž .ti¤ely. Moreo¤er, Q y1 p is the field of character ¤alues for eachŽ .
of x , c , c , and x takes only rational ¤alues on q9-elements.S 1 2 S
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w x Ž .The reader is referred to Isaacs I see in particular Thms. 4.8 and 5.7 .
Note that x s c q c is the Weil character of the symplectic group.S 1 2
One knows that the characters c remain irreducible modulo any oddi
prime different from q, but this is false when passing to characteristic 2.
One also knows that x m x is the permutation character of S in itsS S
˜ Ž .action on E s ErZ E ; this probably was the starting-point for investigat-
Ž . Ž w x.ing self-dual modules in context with the k GV -problem Gow Gw .
PROPOSITION. There is always an F-real ¤ector in V for G.
Proof. Of course we argue by way of contradiction. So by Lemma 1 we
know that either n s 1 or n s 2, 3 and q s 3. We show that F-real
Ž .vectors exist also in these cases. We may assume without loss that G
Ž .contains all scalar multiplications on V so that Z s Z G . By the above
Ž .theorem there is a unique subgroup T of S mapping isomorphically onto
˜Ž .GrEZ. This T acts faithfully and irreducibly Step 6 on E. It follows that
Ž .O T s 1.q
Case n s 1. Here T is an irreducible odd order subgroup of S ,
Ž . Ž .SL q . So q s 3 cannot happen. Using that O T s 1 and using Dick-2 q
Ž Ž ..son’s theorem listing all possible subgroups of PSL q we infer that T is2
a q9-group. Hence x is rational-valued by the theorem of Isaacs. FromT
Ž . Ž .the character table of SL q Schur we deduce that c remains irre-2 1
ducible mod 2 and that c s 1 q c on 29-elements. Consequently there2 S 1
is a nonzero vector ¤ g V centralized by T. We have
N F¤ s T = Z E .Ž . Ž .T E
˜Ž . Ž .For N F¤ cannot contain Z E properly since T is irreducible on E andE
E is irreducible on V. From Lemma 0 it follows that ¤ is an F-real vector
for G.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Case n, q s 2, 3 . We check the list of maximal subgroups of Sp 34
Ž . Ž w x.for irreducible nonparabolic ones of odd order Atlas A . It follows that
Ž 4 .T must be contained either in a group of type 2. 2 . A or of type 2.S . In5 6
< <the first case we necessarily have T s 5. Then x is real-valued by theT
theorem of Isaacs. In the other case this likewise holds as 2. A is a real6
group.
Ž .From the character table of Sp 3 we deduce that c remains irre-4 1
ducible mod 2 and that
c s 1 q c2 S 1
Ž .on 29-elements Atlas . Hence there is a nonzero ¤ g V such that T :
˜Ž .C ¤ . Since T is irreducible on E and E is irreducible on V, we haveG
Ž . Ž .N F¤ s Z E . From Lemma 0 it follows that ¤ is an F-real vector for G.E
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Ž . Ž .Case n, q s 3, 3 . The irreducible odd order subgroup T of S ,
Ž . Ž .Sp 3 can only be contained in almost maximal subgroups of the follow-6
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ing types Atlas : 2. A , SL 3 , SL 3 wrS , Sp 13 , U 3 .2, and Sp 27 : 3.5 3 2 3 2 3 2
Our aim is to show that x is real-valued, at any rate. Recall thatT
Ž .O T s 1.3
Ž .2. A is a real group, and the irreducible characters of SL 3 of degree5 3
Ž .at most c 1 s 14 are all rational-valued. T cannot be contained in a2
Ž . Žsubgroup of type SL 3 wrS for then it were a 3-group which cannot act2 3
˜. Ž .irreducibly on E . If T is contained in a subgroup of type Sp 13 , either2
ŽT , 13 : 3 or T is cyclic of order 13 or 7. It is immediate from Isaacs’
.theorem and the Atlas that x is real-valued. If T is contained in aT
Ž .subgroup of type U 3 .2, it must be contained in a subgroup of type3
Ž .L 7 : 2, which is a real group.2
Ž .Suppose finally that T is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sp 27 : 3. Then2
Ž .the characters c , c remain irreducible when restricted to Sp 271 2 2
Ž . < < Ž .Atlas . Since T is odd and O T s 1, T is contained in groups of type3
Ž .7 : 6 or 13 : 6, which both do not belong to Sp 27 . From the character2
table one infers that c and c take only rational values on elements of1 2
Ž .order 3 or 6 outside Sp 27 . For elements of order 7 or 13 this is clear2
anyway.
Knowing that x is real-valued, we proceed as before. Again c re-T 1
Ž .mains irreducible mod 2, and c s 1 q c on 29-elements Atlas . Hence2 S 1
Ž .there is a nonzero ¤ g V such that T : C ¤ , and this ¤ an F-real vectorG
for G.
6. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS
Following the reduction steps of Sect. 2 we argue inductively and by way
Ž .of contradiction. So V, G is a minimal counterexample in the indicated
sense. In particular, there are no F-real vectors in V for G. We have to
ensure that the method works at each stage.
Ž .Proof of Theorem A. Whenever W, H is a pair where W is a faithful,
irreducible and coprime LH-module for some finite field L and some
solvable group H such that dim W - dim V or, in case the dimensionsL F
agree, the order of H is less than that of G, then L is the prime field with
p s 3, 5, 7 or 13 elements, or there is an L-real vector in W for H. At each
stage the reduction applies. So we may assume the extraspecial situation
Ž .described in Step 6 using that G is solvable .
By the proposition in the preceding section the characteristic, p, of the
field F is odd. Hence the theorem of Gluck and Magaard applies. By
< < Ž .Lemma 2 the possibilities F s 11, 19 in v are ruled out. This gives the
result.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof of Theorem B. We prove the statements a , b , c simultane-
ously. So at least one of these statements is false. Then V is an absolutely
< <  4irreducible FG-module and F s p g 3, 5, 7, 13 by Theorem A. So
F s F for one of these primes p, and we just may speak of real vectors inp
Ž .what follows. Observe that the class of solvable groups admitting a Sylow
Ž .tower as in c has the usual closure properties.
Ž .We assert that V is quasi-primiti¤e Step 2 . Otherwise V is notN
G Ž .homogeneous for some normal subgroup N of G so that V s Ind W forH
Ž .some absolutely irreducible F H-module W, where H is the inertia groupp
Ž .in G of some irreducible constituent of V . Only statement a may causeN
Ž .problems. Here we have O G / 1 for some prime q / 2 if p s 3, 5, andq
Ž . Ž . Ž .q G 5 otherwise. Then either O N / 1 or C N = O G . Hence thenq G q
Ž Ž ..H contains a normal q-subgroup Q / 1 of G. Since F HrC W has theH
Ž .structure as asserted by induction , Q maps trivially into this Fitting
Ž . Žsubgroup. Use finally that Core H s 1 as V is faithful. ClearlyG
Ž . Ž .HrC W has odd order resp. has a Sylow tower of the type in c if GH
.does so.
Step 3 causes no problem, in any case. This already gives that every
abelian normal subgroup of G is cyclic, central and isomorphic to a
U  4 Ž .subgroup of F . By knowledge of p g 3, 5, 7, 13 this gives statement a .p
Ž .So in the sequel either G has odd order or a Sylow tower as in c , and we
Ž .may apply a .
Ž .The second Fong reduction Step 4 requires passage to a certain central
extension of G, and to some quotient groups. This works in both remain-
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..ing cases. F G cannot be abelian for otherwise F G s C F G s GG
were cyclic and V contained a regular G-orbit. So we may choose a
minimal non-abelian normal subgroup E of G as in Step 5. By statement
Ž .a this E is an extraspecial 3-group of exponent 3 or an extraspecial
Ž .2-group. In statement b the order of G is odd. So E is a 3-group in this
1q2 Žcase. The theorem of Gluck]Magaard even yields that E , 3 andq
. Ž . Ž .p s 7 or 13 . But GrEZ G is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sp 3 of odd2
order, so has order at most 3. This is impossible as G acts irreducibly on
˜ Ž . Ž .E s ErZ E Step 6 .
Ž . Ž .It remains to prove statement c . Assume without loss that G contains
all scalar multiplications on V so that
F G s E( Z and Z s Z G , FU .Ž . Ž . p
Ž . Ž .By the hypothesis in c again E must be a 3-group, and GrO G must be3
a 2-group. The theorem of Gluck]Magaard tells us that we even have
1q2 < < 3E , 3 and p s 7 or 13. In particular, V s p and GrEZ is isomor-q
Žphic to a subgroup of the quaternion group of order 8 which is the Sylow
Ž ..2-subgroup of Sp 3 .2
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Ž .We have to handle the general case where GrEZ , Q , and we8
Ž . ² :assume this. Fix a complement T , Q to EZ in G and let Z T s t . T8
˜is irreducible on E and t inverts its elements. There is a faithful irre-
< < 2ducible F T-module U which is a summand of V . We have U s p sop T
Ž . Ž . Žthat there are exactly p q 1 projective points in P U with p s 71
.or 13 .
Of course, t acts as multiplication with y1 on U and each of the 3
Ž . Ž .cyclic subgroups of T of order 4 fixes at most 2 points in P U . If such a1
subgroup fixes 2 distinct points, then it acts diagonally on U and so 4 must
be a divisor of p y 1. This is only possible when p s 13. If some element
Ž .in P U is fixed by a non-central subgroup of E of order q s 3, then it is1
even fixed by its proper maximal overgroup in E. Conversely, a maximal
subgroup Y of E cannot fix two distinct one-dimensional subspaces of U.
² :For otherwise U were stable under Y, T , which is an overgroup of E as
˜T is irreducible on E. This is impossible as E is irreducible on V.
Therefore, since E has just 4 maximal subgroups, at most 4 points in
Ž .P U can be left invariant by some non-central subgroup of E of order 3.1
Ž .We conclude that there is, in both cases p s 7 or 13 , a nonzero vector
² :u g U such that u is not normalized by any of the maximal subgroups of
T nor by a non-central subgroup of E of order 3. This implies that
² : ² :N u : t = Z.Ž .G
Ž² :.For let g g N u , and write g s xy with x g E and y g TZ. ThenG
w x w x ² : w x Ž .t, g s t, x is an element of E that preserves u . Thus t, x g Z E .
Ž . < Ž . <But this forces that x g Z E : Z, as required. We obtain that C u F 2.G
Consequently u is a real vector for G.
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Ž .Note added in proof Jan. 12, 2000 : Since submitting the present paper the extraspecial
Ž . Ž . Ž .case of the k GV problem has been settled completely. In fact, the cases iv and v in the
Žtheorem of Gluck-Magaard could be ruled out without assuming solvability for the underly-
.ing group G . C. D. Koehler showed, with the help of GAP and Meat Axe, that real vectors
1q 6 < < Ž .exist in case E , 2 and F s 7 Diplomarbeit Aachen, 1999 . U. Riese settled ally
remaining cases where E , 21q 2 n and n G 4; this will be published elsewhere.y
Ž . Ž .The authors noticed that statements b and c in Theorem B can be unified and
improved: There is always a real ¤ector in V for G pro¤ided G has a normal 2-complement. The
Ž . Žproof given for c carries over without any changes and even could be shortened by
Ž . .appealing to the theorem of Isaacs and using that x s 1 q c for T , Q .T T 2 T 8
Ž . Ž . 1q 2 1q4It turns out that real vectors exist for arbitrary G if neither SL 3 s 2 : 3 nor 2 : 52 y y
are sections of G.
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